
HAIRSPRINGS



Similarities

Hairsprings Pendulums
• Both adjust time.

• A regulating assembly.

• Both are parts of the escapement 
assembly. 

• Length has a dramatic effect on the time.



Differences

Hairsprings Pendulums

• One rotates one swings.

• One is affected by mass.

• One is not affected by physical location.



THE ESCAPEMENT



Platform Escapement



Pin Lever

• The pin-pallet escapement is an inexpensive, 
less accurate version of the lever 
escapement, used in mechanical alarm 
clocks, kitchen timers, mantel clocks and, 
until the 1970s, cheap watches now known 
as pin lever watches. 



Pin Lever



Balance Wheel



Fork or Lever



Escape Wheel



Impulse To Receiving Pallet



Safety Action

• Safety action is the function of the 
escapement to prevent tripping errors. 
Tripping error is any contact of the pallet with 
the impulse face of the tooth when the roller 
pin is out of the fourth slot.



Safety Action

• Causes for unsatisfactory safety action are:

• 1. Short fork

• 2. Loose pivot holes

• 3. Bent fork arbor

• 4. Excess of balance end shake and slide 
shakes

• 5. Bent pin pallets 



HAIRSPRING

TRUING, 
REPLACING, PUT

INTO BEAT



Hairsprings

• Hairsprings must be true in the flat, in the 
round, at the stud, and at the collet. 

• This is necessary to prevent interference 
between any two coils of the spring, and 
other parts of the time piece.

• Eccentric spring conditions sometimes cause 
root errors as much as two hours per day.



Hairsprings

• Two pairs of tweezers and a loupe are the 
tools required. The prongs of the tweezers 
must have the shape and strength to hold the 
hairspring securely.



Hairsprings

• Never put a bend in a hairspring until your 
positive you have found the error

• Every bend that doesn’t remove an error 
adds one.

• If the wrong coil responds or the coil moves 
in the wrong direction, shift the tweezers to 
get the desired results.



Hairsprings

• Regulator pins move in an arc that is 
concentric to the balance and hairspring 
center.

• Prevention of distortion of the hairspring, if 
the regulator pins moved, requires that the 
outside coil of the hairspring also be 
concentric. 



Hairsprings

• The hairspring should always be centered 
between the regular pins when the balance is 
in the rest position.

• When a hairspring has many bends, it is wise 
to start at the center, truing one coil at a time 
in the round, and in the flat before starting 
another coil



Hairsprings

•Never replace a hairspring 
unless absolutely 
necessary.



Conclusion

• 1. Distortion caused by a bend in the flat is most 
apparent 180° from the bend.

• 2. Distortion caused by a bend in the round is 
apparent 90° from the bend.

• 3. Always complete the truing of one coil in the 
round and in the flat before starting another coil.

• 4. Have tweezers that hold the hairspring securely.
• 5. Spend more time studying the spring than 

bending.
• 6. Remember that every band that doesn’t correct in 

error adds one.



Hairsprings



Correct Outer Coil



New Style Outer Coil



Badly Bent Outer Coil



Four Examples



Replacing



Replacement

• Find/calculate the BPH.

– Use a donor spring if needed. 

• Don’t waste time measuring the thickness 
and width of the old spring.

• If possible, measure the deflection of the old 
spring.

• Deflection should be about 1.5 to 1.75 
inches.



Microset

Using rate 
finder mode 
to calculate 
the correct 
rate.



BPH With Microset



Spring Strength



Measuring 
Deflection

Use a “third hand”

and clip to suspend 
the wheel 
assembly.

Make sure the 
bottom pivot is just 
touching the hard 
surface.



Measuring 
Deflection

Use a paper or 
cardboard wedge 
to measure the 
distance.

Make sure not to 
push down on the 
balance wheel, it 
will not give you a 
true reading.



Vibrate A Hairspring

Microset Sensor



Adding a New Hairspring or Replacing 
the Old Spring

• Never force the new spring onto the staff!

– Use a smoothing broach to open the collar if 
needed.

• Broach with a cutting broach if needed.

• Try to use a staking set to “press” or tap on the 
hairspring.

– Use a jewelers lathe to close a collar if needed.

• Insert the collar into a collet. 

• Close the collet with the draw bar to close the collar.



“In Beat”



Methods for Checking the Beat.

• 1. Listen to the ticks. The clock is considered to 
be in beat if the ticks are evenly spaced.

• 2. Observe the position of the escape wheel 
teeth on the impulse face of the pallet pin with 
the power off.

• 3. Observe the relative position of the roller 
jewel with the line of centers with the power. 

• 4. Check the clock on a timing machine. This 
will indicate whether or not the clock is in beat.



Changing Position Of Collet



Reassembling The Balance In The 
Clock

• The pinning point is very important to 
keeping the clock in beat.

• Make sure you have the proper pin, round for 
round hole, flat for square holes.

• If you need to extend the hairspring, repin 
and rotate the hairspring collet to put the 
clock back in beat. 



BALANCE STAFFS



Good Pivot / Removing Hairspring



Finishing the Pivot



Properly Placed



Bad Pivot



Questions

• 1. What do we call the shape of clock balance 
pivots?

• 2. Why should they be pointed? 

• 3. Why must the pivots be ground rather 
than filed to return to shape? 

• 4. Why must the hairspring be removed 
before the pivots are ground? 



Questions

• 5 How can you determine when the pivots 
have been ground sufficiently? 

• 6. What danger is there in pressing the oilstone 
too hard against the pivot? 

• 7. Why should the balance be cleaned before 
being placed back in the clock? 

• 8. With which screw should the end shake be 
made? 

• 9. What problem is there in making this 
adjustment too close / too loose? 



END-SHAKE

ADJUSTMENT



To Much End-Shake



Balance Adjusting Screw


